
Shareholders and Investors

Our fundamental approach to investor relations

Our investor relations activities for shareholders and investors 
have two focuses: ensuring timeliness, accuracy, and fairness, 
and communicating the true state of the company’s operations 
in a straightforward manner. In order to help our shareholders 
and the broader investor community reach an even deeper 
appreciation of Honda’s activities, we are proactive in providing 

forums for communication. To ensure that our communications 
are not unilateral, we work hard to remain attuned to the voice 
of the market. We also work to promote close dialogue, maximum 
understanding and mutual communication in our relations with 
shareholders and investors through general shareholders’ meetings, 
investor seminars and other activities. By continuing to build and 
maintain an atmosphere of trust and respect, we hope to receive a 
fair recognition of our corporate value by the market.

Protecting the rights of shareholders and investors

Profi t distribution policy

Implementing timely and appropriate IR initiatives

Conducting operations from a global perspective, Honda strives to 
maximize corporate value throughout its worldwide organization.
With respect to the redistribution of corporate profi ts 
to shareholders—one of the company's most important 
responsibilities— Honda's basic policy for dividends is to make 
distributions after taking into account our long-term consolidated 
earnings performance. Honda will also acquire its own shares 
at optimal times with the goal of improving the effi ciency and 

dynamism of the company’s capital structure.
The present goal is to maintain a shareholder return ratio 
(dividends + share buyback) of approximately 30%. 
 With regard to capital reserves, Honda aims to strengthen its 
balance sheet by working on improving its fi nancial performance. The 
company plans to do this by stepping up its investments in R&D and 
operational expansion, both of which are essential for future growth.

As a law-abiding corporate citizen, Honda always maintains good 
communications with shareholders and investors worldwide. 
This is accomplished by publishing accurate information that is 
useful for investment decisions as it becomes available, and by 
representing the company’s operations and financial situation in a 
clear, factual manner.
 To fulfi ll these objectives, in addition to an annual report, we 
publish reports and a shareholders' bulletin on a quarterly basis. We 
hold quarterly meetings with analysts and institutional investors. 
For our institutional investors in North America, Europe, and Asia 

we offer biannual corporate briefi ngs at which we present our 
fi nancial performance and business strategy in order to deepen 
their understanding of Honda as a company. These publications and 
material from briefi ngs and fi nancial results meetings can be found 
at the IR section of the Honda website (http://world.honda.com/
investors), which also includes information for our shareholders 
provided as and when required.
 Further, beginning in the third quarter of FY2007, Honda began 
issuing quarterly dividends in an effort to share profi ts with 
shareholders as expeditiously as possible. 

Trend in total shareholder return*
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*Total shareholder return
The total amount of dividends and treasury stock acquisitions as a percentage of consolidated return

Dividends per share: trend

Note: Regarding dividend yield
For FY 2007 – 2011, dividend yield is based on the share value recorded on the last day of the respective FY.
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IR Communication

Redesigning Honda’s investor relations website

In March 2011, Honda completed a major redesign of its investor 
relations website. 

By categorizing content in an appropriate manner, incorporating 
important content into the main page in an easy-to-understand manner, 
and enhancing site guidance, navigation, and accessibility, we have 
delivered improved usability for visitors seeking IR information. 
We have also enhanced the amount of information relating to 
fi nance, business performance, and company shares in an effort to 

create a website 
that offers 
useful fi nancial 
information from 
the standpoint of 
the user.

“Investor Relations” main page
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